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Hello everyone! We , are Marc Manzana, Ruperto
Manzanares and Alex Gómez and here is our video!
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FITERADE!
Hello everyone! We are Javier, Pablo, Marcos and Jorge, we
have invented a new drink for sportsmen and it is 100%
natural. Here you have the video presentation. We hope you
enjoy it!

FITERADE
by Sports Nutrition and Science

YOUTUBE

I love going to the gym and I think that a good option to get a
good workout is to drink some of your products. Good job!

― JAVIER CAMARENA

Wow! I think that this product can be what I need to do sport
more often. In addition, the video is truly amazing and it

explains perfectly the function of the product.
Congratulations! ― MARIA LAVARA DIAZ

These drinks are an interesting and innovative product in the
market. I like the video because I can see the reaction that

each of the three drinks produces when you take them,
congratulations! ― PRISCILA OCHOA DEL RÍO

This new product will help to many athletes to reach their
goals. And the most important, it is 100% natural.

― MIGUEL ÁNGEL REQUENA

This new product seems very interesting to train these days
when I'm particularly tired. I can't wait to try it!! ― PAULA

These drinks have such a big potential, and your video is the
proof! Your knowledge about the gym world is the key : you
are concerned about the needs and demands of this kind of

people, so I think your product will succeed. ― ALFONSO RUIZ

I tried the three different drinks and the effects are awesome!
Thank goodness I've found at last what I've been waiting for

ages! Thank you!! ― DAVIDCASTE99

From my point of view, your product is outstanding,it will
help a lot of people, especially athletes to achieve their goals.

Nice job ― JOAN GASENT
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SHOPPINVENTORY - THE SHOPPING
LIST REVOLUTION IS COMING
Hey people! We attach here our digital storytelling. We have
to say that we've had a lot of schedule, time and video
problems, but we have done it the best we could. We hope
you enjoy it, and leave a comment if you have any doubt
about the product :)

SHOPPINVENTORY STORYTELLING
by Alfonso Ruiz

YOUTUBE

Wow! In my opinion this app is very useful. In my cass, I have
not much free time so I usually have a lot of problems to buy

what I need. For this reason, I need this app in my life because
this problem would disappear. Good idea!

― MARIA LAVARA DIAZ

I've always used rudimentary methods to remember the
shopping list, but you and your app convinced me and now

my wallet has noticed the difference too! ― DAVIDCASTE99

Oh! Your app is very innovative and useful. I think it can help
a lot. In my case, I hate going to the supermarket, but with

your app is more amazing! ― ANONYMOUS

Oh! This app is very innovative and useful. I think it can help
a lot. In my case, I hate going to the supermarket, but with

your app is more amazing! ― BELEN EDO SANCHO

I've to do more than one list everytime I go shopping because I
always lose them. Thanks to your app, my shopping would be

easier. ― ESPERANZA

Amazing! I think that this app is so useful. Nowadays, people
live underpressure and we don't have a lot of time to go to the
supermarket but , now, with your app the daily shopping can

be easier ! ― LOURDES

a ot of people usually students as me spend too much time
when they go to supermarkets, so this app can be really

helpful to save time ― ALBA PORTAL BUIGUES

I think this product is very innovative! I suppose you have
been trying to develop this idea for a long time. I would not

hesitate to use SHOPPINVENTORY because I'm sick of
spending so much time in the supermarket! Very good work. 

― MIHAELA ANGHELESCU

This app will be a useful tool to workers and students who
have a saturated daily routine. When I arrive exhausted at

home I do not want to think about the things I need to buy but
rest. ― VANESSA REQUENA GARCIA

A great app. In a society where people many times don´t have
enough time to go to the supermarket, this app is absolutely

useful. Also, it helps you to have a healthy lifestyle.
― MIGUEL ÁNGEL REQUENA

MARIA LAVARA DIAZ NOV 14, 2018 09:32PM

WITH PARKEASY YOU WILL PARK
EASILY!
Hi everyone! We are the group formed by Maria Lavara, Alba
Portal, Maria Torrijos and Belen Edo. We send you our
storytelling about an innovative app: Parkeasy. We hope you
enjoy it and please tell us what you think about, thanks!

Mi película
by Maria Lavara

YOUTUBE

Very innovative! Your app is something we all need in our
lives, because with it we could save a lot of time. In my case, I

am fed up with traf c, so I would try de nitely Parkeasy.
― NATALIA LLUCH

Without any doubt a fantastic and very useful app. Its
functions are very good especially in cities where it is very

dif cult to park. I think you have guessed right.
― JAVIER CAMARENA

Your app is amazing! I think it is perfect for people who live
no only in big cities but also in small villages where there are

few places to park. ― ESPERANZA

This app could be very useful for people who live in big cities
where there is no space for parking. Moreover, it is free.

― MIGUEL ÁNGEL REQUENA

Your application is a revolutionary service that de nitely is
going to change our lives, with any doubt. People have been

waiting decades to have an app like yours in their phones,
and know where is parking space available without losing

time. In my opinion, the idea is the best I've heard in a long
time. Congratulations! ― ALFONSO RUIZ

You did an incredible work! In my opinion, the availability of
your app in any mobile phone or tablet will be without a
doubt your best competitive advantage. ― DAVIDCASTE99


